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METHOD OF VARIATIONAL IMBEDDING
FOR IDENTIFICATION OF HEAT-COND UCTION
COEFFICIENT FROM OVERPOSED BOUNDARY DATA
TC HAVDAR T . MARINOV , C HRISTO I. C HRISTOV

We consider the inverse problem of identifying a spatially varying coeffi cient in diffusion
equati on from overspecified boundary conditions. We make use of a t echnique called
Method of Variational Imbedding (MVI) which consists in r eplacing th e original inverse
problem by the boundary value problem for the Euler-Lagrange equations presenting
the necessary conditi ons for minimization of the quadrati c functi onal of the original
equations . The latter is well-posed for redundant data at b oundaries. The equivalence
of t he two problems is demonstrated . In the recent authors' works difference sch em e
and algorithm have been created t o apply MVI t o the problem under consi deration . In
the present work we show that the number of boundary condition s can b e d ecr eased ,
r eplacing them with the so- called "natural conditions" for minimizati on of a funct ional.
A difference scheme of splitting type is employed and fea t uring examples a re elabora t ed
numeri cally.
K e ywords: inverse problem , coeffi cient identification , diffusion equation
1991/1995 Math . Subjec t Classifi catio n : 35 Nl 0 , 35 R30, 65R30, 65 N06

1. I NTRODUCTION

The at te ntion a tt racted by the ill-posed (inverse, incorrect, etc .) problems
constant ly increases during the last decade because of their prac ti cal imp ortance.
The optimization of technologica l pro cesses and identifi cation of materi al properties
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yield as a rule mathematical problems in which initial or boundary conditions are
missing (o r overdetermined), while additional information is available for the needed
solution (or additional unknown functions are present).
At the same time the incorrect problems have a great potential for inciting
the development of the applied mathematics itself. According to [1] : "The analysis
of inverse problems is of relevant importance for mathematical modelling and , in
general, for applied mathematics. With this in mind , the applied mathemati cian
should attempt the solution of problems without artificial simplification, which may
obscure the information he hopes to obtain from the real system."
Naturally, the whole variety of the mentioned "non-standard" problems goes
well beyond the framework of the Hadamard 's [10] definition of incorrect problem.
His definition does not cover all of them and is pertinent only to stability of a solution. For this reason , when we speak of "inverse problems," we mean the whole set
of problems which are unusually or inconveniently posed. To distinguish from the
problems for which Hadamard 's definition applies , we shall call the latter "incorrect in the sense of Hadamard ." In this instance we shaH follow the classification
from [1].
The work of Hadamard spurred significant activity for creating regularizing
procedures (see, e.g., [15]) for the problems that are incorrect in the sense of
Hadamard, e.g. for smoothing the data iri order to evade the instability provoked by
the pollution of the data . Such an approach has an important implication for the
practical problems. At the same time the very notion of replacing the ill-formulated
(e.g., ill-specified and inverse) or ill-posed by a well-formulated mathematical problem is of not lesser importance . Indeed , if one succeeds in doing so, one arrives at
a problem that is also correct in the sense of Hadamard and then it is automatically regularizing the data if some pollution is present . To this end the Method of
Variation al Imbedd ing (MVI - for brevity) was proposed by the second author of
t he present paper. The idea of MVI is to replace an incorrect problem with the
well-posed problem for minimization of qu adratic function al of the original equations, i. e. we "embed" the original incorrect problem in a higher-order boundary
value problem which is well-p osed. For the latter a difference scheme and numerical
algorithm for its implementation can easily be constructed .
The inverse problems for diffusion equation can be roughly separated into three
principal classes. The first is the coefficient identification from over-posed data at
the boundary ; the second is the identification of the thermal regimes at one of the
spatial boundaries from over-posed data at the other one (the parabolic version of
the so-called analytical continuation); the th ird is the reversed- time problem for
identification of initi al temperature distribution from the known distribution at
certain later moment of t ime. The second problem appears to be the most studied , due to the successful technique proposed in [1 4, 11], called "quasi-reversibility
method" (see also [1 5]) . Apart from being inyerse , the second and the third problems are also incorrect in the sense of Hadamard (see [10]). The first one is merely
inverse without being in correct in the strict sense of am plifying the disturbances.
The problem then is how to create the appropriate algori thm. This is the aim of
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the present paper. We make use of the above mentioned MVI technique, which
consists in rep lacing the origin al inve rse problem by the boundary value problem
for t he Euler-Lagrange equations for minimization of the quadratic functional of
the original equations .
The first application of MVI was to the problem of identification of homoclinic
trajectories as an inverse problem [2] (see also the ensuing works [8 , 7]) . The way to
treat the classical inverse problems by means of MVI was sketched in [3-5]. In the
rece nt authors' work [9] difference scheme and algorithm have been created to apply
MVI to the problem under consideration. In the present work we show that the
number of boundary conditions can be decreased replacing them with the so-called
"natural conditions" for minimization of a functional. A similar case has already
been treated in [12], where the identification of the boundary-layer thickness was
done by means of MVI.
2. PROBLEM OF COEFFICIENT IDENTIFICATION
Consider the (1+1)-D equation of heat conduction

au
a [ .A(x)au]
Au=--+at
ax
ax

= 0,

(2.1)

in the domain , shown in Fig . 1. The initial and boundary conditions are
u

u(t, 0)

jt=O = uo(x),

= f(t) ,

(2 .2)

u(t, I) = g(t),

(2 .3)

= uo(/).

(2 .4)

that are to match continuously, i.e.

f(O)

= uo(O),

g(O)

The initial-boundary va lue problem (2. 1)-(2.3) is correctly posed for the temperature u(t , x), provided that the heat-conduction coefficient .A(x) is a known
positive function.
Suppose that the coefficient A is unknown . In order to identify it , one needs
more inform ation . We consider here the case when a "termin al" condition is known :
u

It =T = u1(x).

(2.5)

There can be different sources of such an information , e.g. the temperature
in some interior point(s) as function of time , flu xes at the boundaries , etc . In the
recent aut hors' work [9] we consider t he case when the heat fluxes at boundari es
are known fun ctions of time, namely,

.A (O) au\
ax x=O

= 1/;(t) ,

au\ x=l
.A(/) OX

(2 .6)

= ¢;(t).

.
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The goal of the present work is to show that the number of boundary conditions
can be decreased as compared to (2.6). More precisely, we shall consider here the
problem when only the values of the unknown coefficient .X(x):
.X(O)=-Xo,

.X(l)=-Xr,

(2.7)

are prescribed in the boundary points.
3. METHOD OF VARIATIONAL IMBEDDING

4. DIFFERENCE SCHEM]!;
4.1. GRID PATTERN AND APPROXIMATIONS

In order to get second-order approximations of the boundary conditions , we
employ a staggered mesh in the spatial direction, while the mesh in the temporal
direction is standard (see Fig. 2) . For the grid spacings we have h = 1/(N- 3),
T = T/(M- 1), where N is the total number of grid lines in the spatial direction ,
M -in the temporal direction , and the grid lines are defined as follows :

We replace the original problem (2.1) by the problem of minimization of the
following functional:
.

1

I=

Jr/
0

2

0

jr /
0

[ au au a-X
-at+ ax ax

u]

2

8
+ .X(x) ax
2

2

.
dx dt = mm,

cter .Xi-1

AxxUi ,j = ---,;'JUi,j-1-

(3.1)

0

where u must satisfy the conditions (2.2) , (2.3). The functional I is a quadratic
and -homogeneous function of Au and hence it attains its minimum if and only
if Au
0. In this sense there is one-to-one correspondence between the original
equation (2.1) and the minimization problem (3.1).
The necessary conditions for minimization of (3 .1) are the Euler-Lagrange
equations for the functions u(t , x) and .X(x) . The equation for u reads

82 u

82
au
+ax .X(x) ax 2 .X(x) ax
f)

= O.

(3.2)

au
a [.X(x)au] = 0 for x = 0, /.
Au=--+at
ax
ax .

ct er Aj-2-Xi-1

AxxxxUi,j =

+

(-Xj-1 +-Xi )

h4

2

Ui, j-2-

+ -Xj_ 1 + -XJ

h4

(.Xi-2
(-Xj-1

Ui ,j -

(4.1)

d~F(x) ~~ + G(x).X = K(x) ,

(3.4)

+ 2-Xi-1 + .Xi)-Xi-1
h4

+ 2-Xi + -Xi+1)-Xi+1

·

h4

Fj

T

G(x) =:

0

with the boundary conditions (2 .7).

j UxUxxx dt ,
0

K(x) =:

j UtxU x dt ,
0

+

.Xi+1-Xi

~Ui,j+2

.

t;

[

(4.3)

2]

T

J

2

2

2

.

(ux) +O(r +h),

J=1,2, ... ,N-2;

.

(4.4)

0

Gj ~f

T

[~ ( Ul,j+lh- UJ,j) ( u1,i+2- 3u1 ,i+~: 3ul,j+~
2

(UM ,j+l-

UM, j ) (UM ,j+2- 3uM,j+1

h

+~

T

Ui,j+1

~f T ~ ( U1 ,j+~; U1 ,j ) 2 + ~ ( UM, j+~; UM ,j ) 2 + M -1 ( Ui,j+~;· Ui,j )

(

u 1,j_ 1)

+ 3uM,j- UM ,j-1 )

h3

1

T

Ui,j-1

f)

()2

(4.2)

where Ui,j = u(t;,xj) and Aj = .X(xj + h/2).
The integrals, entering the equation for the diffusion coefficient, are approximated to the second order of accuracy as follows:

(3.3)

where

-X

+ h12 Ui ,j+1

= e/'(x) ax 2 -X(x) ax u(t, x) + O(h 2) ,

=

The problem is coupled by the Euler-Lagrange equation for .X, namely (see (4]) :

j u;dt,

Aj-1 +.Xi
h2
Ui ,j

f)

This is an elliptic equation of second order with respect to time and hence it
requires two cond itions at the .two ends of the time interval under consideration.
These are the initial condition (2 .2) at t = 0 and the "terminal" condition (2.5)
at t = T. It is of fourth order with respec t to the spatial variable x and its
solution must satisfy the four conditions at the spatial boundaries - the original
boundary conditions (2 .3) and the so-called natural conditions for minimization of
the functional I:

F(x)=:

i=1, ... ,M,

t;=(i-1)r,

f)
{)
( 2)
= ax.X(x)axu(t
,x) +O h ,

=

-w

j=1 , ... , N;

We employ symmetric central differences for the operators

1

[Au] dx dt::::

Xj=(j-2)h ,

Ui ,j+1h- Ui,j ) ( Ui ,j+2 -

3Ui,j+~: 3ui,j- Ui,j-1 )]

(3.5)
T

=j

UxUxxx

+ O(r 2 + h 2),

j

= 2, 3, ... , N -2 ;

(4 .5)

0
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Upon introducing a fictitious time, the equation (4.9) adopts the form of a parabolic
difference equation for which the implicit time stepping reads

T

M

M-1
M-2

n+1

ui,j

u"t.,J· =

-

n

AttUi,j -

Axx:cx u", ,J,·

(4.10)

(T

where the notation Att stands for the seco.nd time difference , which enters (4.9) .
Then the splitting is enacted as follows:

A
u

_

I

i=1

x

n

= Attii.i,j- AxxxxUi,j•

0

X

N-2

i=li=2i=3

(T

N-1 N

= -Axxxx [ui,in+l -

u"I ,J·] '

(4 .11)

where Ui,j is called "half-time-step variable." The latter can be readily excluded ,
which yields the following 0( u 2 ) approximation of ( 4.10):
n+l

Fig. 1. Sketch of the domain

n+1- Ui ·1.

ui,i

(T

i=2

uo(x)

n

Ui ,j - ui ,j

i=3

B

Fig. 2. Grid pattern

u. ·

n

- Ui j

I,]

'
(T

= AttUi ,j n

A

n

(4 .12)

xxxxlli ,j •

=

f{i

~f ~

2
[ (

llM,i+\- UM,j)

2
_ ( llt,i+\- u1,j) ] ,

j

= 2, 3, ... , N -2 .

(4.6)

where B
(E- u 2 AttAxxxx) is an operator whose norm is always greater than one.
This means that th~ splitting scheme is even more stable than the general implicit
scheme (4.10) .
4.4. THE SCHEME FOR THE COEFFICIENT

4.2 . THE SCHEME FOR THE "DIRECT" PROBLEM

In order to gather "experimental" data for the "terminal" condition (2.5), we
olve numerically the "direct" initial-boundary value problem (2.1)-(2.3) . To this
nd we use a two-layer (Crank- Nicolson type) implicit difference scheme with second
rder of approximation in time and space, namely,
lli+l,j- Ui ,j

=

= ~ (Axxlli+l,j + Axxlli,j)
2

(4 .7)

If the solution Ui ,i of the imbedding problem is assumed known , then the
coefficient can be computed on the base of the following second order scheme of
approximation:
:

2

[FiAi+t- (Fi

+ Fi-1) Aj + Fj-tAj-1] + GiAi

= Ki,

(4.13)

where Fi, Gi and [{i , are defined in ( 4.4), ( 4.5) and ( 4.6), respectively.

=

lfor i
1, . . . , M- 1 and j
2, . .. , N- 1. The algebraic problem is coupled with
the difference approximations of the initial and boundary conditions
ul ,i

= uo(xj) ,

Ui+l,2

= J(t;+t) ,

Ui+t,N-L

= g(t;+t).

(4.8)

4.3. THE SPLITTING SCHEME FOR THE FOURTH-ORDER ELLIPTIC EQUATIO N

The particular choice of scheme for the fourth-order equation is not essential
for the purposes of the present work. We use the iterative procedure based on
the coordinate-splitting method because of its computational efficiency. The most
straightforward approximation is the following:

1

-

T 2 (ui+ l, j - 2ui,j

+ Ui-l,i) + Axx x xlli, j

= 0.

(4.9)

4.5 . GENERAL CONSEQUENCES OF THE ALGORITHM

(I) With given A(x), u0 (x), f(t) and g(t) , the "direct" problem (4 .7), (4.8) is
solved.
(II) With the obtained in (I) "experimentally observed" values of the u 1 (x), the
fourth-order boundary value problem (4.11) is solved for the functi on u . The
iterations with resp ect to the fictitious time are termin ated wh en
max\(un+lu"t ,] ·) /u"t ,]· \
. .
l,)

< c: .

I ,]

(Ill) The current iteration for the function A( x) is calculated from (4.13 ). If the difference between the new and the old A(x) is less than £, then the calc ul atio ns
are terminated, otherwise one returns to (II) .
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5. NUMERICAL EXPERIM ENTS
The first numeri cal experim en t was to verify that the four th-o rder elliptic
problem for a given coefficient and consistent boundary data has the same solution
as the "direct problem ." We found that the iterative solution of the fourth-order
problem does not depend on the magnitude of the increment u of the artificial time .
The optimal value turned out to be u = 0.05. After the convergence of the "inner"
iteration of the coordinate-splitting scheme , the obtained solution coincided ·with
the "direct" solution within the truncation error of the scheme .
The second numerical experiment was to verify the approximation of the
scheme for identification of the coefficient , with the field u considered as known
from the solution of the "direct" problem. On ce again the result was in a very
good agreement within the truncation error .
Then the global iterative process can be started . The convergence of the
"global" iterations does not n ec~ssarily follow from the correctness of the above
discussed intermediate steps. For boundary data, which are not self-consistent , the
"global" iteration can converge to a solution which has little in common with a
solution of the heat-conduction equation .
To illustrate the numerical implementation of MVI, we solved the "direct "
problem for a given diffusion coefficient arid thus we obtained the self-consistent
"experimental" over-posed terminal profile (2.5) at t = T.
The accuracy of the developed here difference scheme and algorithm were
checked with the mandatory tests involving different grid spacing r and h and
different increm ents of the artificia l time a. We conducted a number of calculations with different values of mesh parameters and verified the practical convergence
and the 0( r 2 + h 2 ) approximation of the difference scheme . The res ults confirmed
the full approximation of the scheme (no dependence on a) and the 0( h 2 + r 2 )
approximation .
To illustrate the accuracy and efficiency of the scheme, we considered the heatconduction coefficient
(5 .1)
A(x)=x 2 +1,
whose profile is shown in Fig. 3a. For smaller T and h the differences are graphi cally
indistinguishable. In Fig . 3b the ratio of the id entified and "true" coeffi cient is
shown , i.e.
r=

Aident ifi ed

A(x)

~{

c2
Ct

= canst = 1
=canst= 1.1
= canst= 1

for
for
for

1.61

0.999

1.2~
1.0

o.8

0.2

0 <X< 0.3 ,
0.3 <X< 0.7 ,
0.7<x<l.

0.4
0.6
~

~

I

X

o.997

1

1

0.8

1.0

0

=

0.2

0.4
~

0.6

0.8

1.0

8

Fig. 3 . Results of identification with T = 1, I= 1, < 5 · 10- for three different grid steps:
a) the identified shape of the coefficient .X(x); b) the ratio between the identified and the true
coefficient: 0 -

= = 1/64, 0

h

7'

-

h

= = 1/128, •
7'

-

h

= = 1/256
7'

A

1.10

X

0
Fig. 4.

0.2

0.4

Shapes of the identified and the true coefficient (5.3) for three different grid steps:

"' - the true coeffi cient, 0 -

7'

= 1/128, h = 1/64, 0
h = 1/256

-

7'

= 1/256, h = 1/128 , •

-

7'

= 1/512,

In Fig . 4 the shape of the "true" coefficient and the shapes of the three identified with different mesh-spaces coefficients are shown . The values of these coeffi1/128 , h
1/64, T = 1/256, h 1/128 and T
1/512 , h = 1/256,
cients are T

=

(5.3)

0.998

X

1

0

1.000

/

1.4

(5 .2)

Atrue

for different grids: h = T = 1/64 , 1/128 , 1/256.
A very serious test for the algorithm was the identification of a broken heatconduction coefficient
Ct

/

=

=

=

res pectively.
In Fig. 5 the ratios of the identified and "true" coeffi cient are shown .
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6. CONCLUSIONS
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